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Abstract

the

eld of mobile robots. In this paper we propose

a method of localization by integration of impre-

In recent years, many researchers in AI and Robotics cise vision and a 3D environmental model. We will
pay attention to RoboCup, because robotic soccer show that this method is also e ective to identify
games needs various techniques in AI and Robotics, opponent robots.
such as navigation, behavior generation, localization

Dead reckoning and range

nder are often uti-

and environment recognition. Localization is one of

lized to the localization problem [7] [5] [3].

the important issues for RoboCup.

reckoning uses odometry (i.e.

In this paper,

we propose a method of robot's localization by in-

Dead

counting wheel ro-

tations) to determine the robot's position.

Since,

tegrating vision and modeling of the environment.

errors from slip of wheels accumulate over time, es-

The environment model that realizes the robotic soc-

timation of its position becomes increasingly inac-

cer

curate.

led in the computer can produce an image of

robot's view at any location.

In the environment

model, the system can search and appropriate lo-

The range

nders such as sonar and IR

sensors are not useful in the environment in which
there are no walls which re ect the ultrasonic wave

cation of which view image is similar to the view

and infrared rays. In order to overcome this prob-

image by the real robot. Our robot can estimate lo-

lem we need to use the method of localization there

cation form goal's height and aspect ratio on the

are less dependent on its environment.

camera image. We search the most suitable position

In this paper we propose the system which uses

with hill-climbing algorithm form the estimated lo-

both visual sensor and soccer the

cation. We programmed this method, and tested va-

making comparison between images from the visual

50cm by
20cm by this method.

lidity. The error range is reduced form 1m

sensor and provided by the

robot's estimation from 40cm

can estimate its position.

eld model. By

eld model, the robot

This method is superior to the other methods using

In the domain of vision-guided mobile robot re-

dead reckoning or range sensor with map because it

search, there are a lot of techniques of localization

does not depend on the

using visual sensors. There is a method which uses

eld size on precision, and

does not need walls as landmark.

1 Introduction
In the domain of the robotic soccer, there are various classes of problems; navigation, behavior generation, recognition of the environment, and localization. In these problems, localization is especially
indispensable technique for robotic soccer. In order
to generate cooperative behavior, an agent needs to
know its position within the environment. Therefore, the problem of estimating the position of a
mobile robot is one of the fundamental problems in

3D model of environments to estimate the robot's
position and orientation. In this approach, 3D model
is employed to generate an expected image and it is
compared with an image captured by the robot [2]
[9] [6] [4] [1].
If the 3D model of environment is already known
and we can measure several feature points of an object in a captured 2D image, the distance to object
may be derived by geometrical model.

However,

it is hard to measure such feature points because
of the following two reasons.

One reason is that

if there is an unknown object in the captured image and it obstructs the view, these feature points
would not be observed. The other is that the image

object

color

3 localization
The procedure of our method of localization con-

ground

green

one goal

yellow

sists of the following two steps; 1) Estimate the

another goal

blue

current position by calculating distance to a land-

wall

white

mark from an image which is sent from camera on

ball

red

outside of

eld

robot

the robot, 2) Revise the position by comparing the
camera image and vision images that are generated

black

by the

gray

eld model.

We select a goal as a landmark to estimate the
position. The reasons of selecting the goal as a land-

Table 1:

mark are as follows. 1) The robot can always see
either goal everywhere in the soccer
processing system is often confronted with change
of lighting, therefore accurate measurement is impossible.

In order to overcome this problem, we

add a method of matching two images to distance
estimation from several feature points.

eld. 2) The

robot can always see a complete view of either goal
since it can rotate its camera.

3.1 Estimation of the position
We use distance and angle from the goal estimate
position of the robot in the

2 System Architecture

eld. Distance and an-

gle are calculated from width and height of the goal
that are identi ed in an image captured by the camera on the robot. The relations between distance,
angle and width, height of the goal are as follows;
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The height of a goal in the image is inversely



The angle to the goal concerns to the ratio of

proportional to the real distance to the goal.

the width to the height of goal.

WaveLAN
/PCMCIA

(a)

The former relation can be easily formulated;

a
h

d=

(b)

Where the

h

is height of the goal in the image. We

select the constant

Figure 1: Our soccer robot.

(1)

a by calculating the mean

value

from the real data. The latter is derived from the
Our robot consists of four major hardware components; a portable PC (Libretto 50 or 60, 100,
Toshiba), a vision system including a camera and a

geometrical model of the relation between a goal
and a robot(See Figure 2).
According to this model, angle to the goal is;

video capture card, a tactile sensor system, and a
chassis including motors and a motor drive board.
The detail of our system is described in [8].
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An image captured by the vision system is processed by the vision module.

The vision module

provides information about objects in the

eld and

the image is segmented into 7 colors (See Table1)
regions in the vision module which runs on PC on

m
m
d
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g
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(2)

We de ne the origin of the coordinate axes as
center of center circle in the soccer
tion of robot is;



the robot.
Every pixel in an image is classi ed to 6 col-

x
y

=

eld. The posi-

0 d cos()
d sin( )

4110

=

ors except gray by means of a discrimination rule

The position calculated this method has about

which uses the Mahalanobis distance, and this rule

60cm error in average. This error is caused by limit

is learned by sample color data. A pixel which does

of image precision (64

not classi ed to any colors labeled to gray.

segmentation.

2 48 pixels) and error of color

Image precision is limited because

all kinds of processing including image processing
are done in a single computer in our robot and it
requires real-time response.
In order to reduce this error, we revise the position with the

eld model.

1. The size of every part of

goal
ω g

eld such as wall and

goal can be changed.

θ

2. This model can generate any image of view

m
f

that the robot ought to see from coordinates
(x; y ) and angle

d

.

3. We can place multiple robots in the

eld.

4. The shape of every robot can be changed.

3.4 Method of Position Revision
ψ

We use two types of images for position revision.
One type of images that is captured by the camera
on a robot.

The image is segmented to 7 colors

region by the vision module on the robot and sent

robot

to the server through ethernet. The other type of
images is an ideal image of the
Figure 2:

The geometrical model of the relation

between a goal and a robot

eld. This image is

generated by the server and is calculated from value

of position; (x; y;  ) that is sent from a client to the
server. The strategy of position revision is to

3.2 Position Revision

optimal point in the

nd an

eld model. In this point the

eld model generates the most similar image to the

The position revision system consists of a server
which revises the position, and clients each of which
is on a robot and send estimated positions to the

captured image. The method of

nding this point is

to search the neighborhood point of starting point
which is estimated from geometrical model. We use

server. The server communicates with multiple clients the hill-climbing algorithm as a search algorithm.
The evaluation function is;
and holds the position of each robot. Figure 3 shows
the client-server system applied in our work.

robot name,
position info.,
image info.

Server

a

robot

2c

(3)

a+b

is the number of pixels of the goal area in an

image which generated by the 3D

eld model.

b

is

the number of pixels of the goal area in an image

Client

which is captured by camera on the robot.

c

is a

number of intersection pixels of both areas when

position
(x,y, θ )
position

f unc(a; b; c) =

position
(x,y, θ )

image

position info.
image info.

Shared memory

Environment model

two images are overlapped in order to

t center of

gravity of both areas.
By means of hill-climbing algorithm search of
optimal point is carried out by the following steps.

Figure 3: Server Client System

1. Step1: Evaluation of beginning of search.
(a) Calculate the value of beginning point

The role of the server and the client is described
as follows. Server receives both data of the position
which is estimated in the computer on the robot,
and images captured by the camera on the robot
through wireless ethernet. The server then revises
the position by comparing the two images; one is
captured by the robot, another is generated in the
server by means of a 3D

eld model.

3.3 Field Model
The server has a 3D
this model are;

eld model. The features of

pt (i; j )

by evaluation function.

2. Step2: Calculate the value of the next candidate points
(a) Select the neighbor 8 points of

pt (i; j )

(See Figure 4).
(b) Generate the image of each point and
calculate a value by the evaluation function.
(c) Select the point

pt+1 (i; j )

in which the

evaluation value is the greatest of 8 points.
3. Step3: Comparison.

error after revision becomes also smaller when the

x

2

robot is closer to the goal. The reason for this is

8

1

that we use the number of pixel in an image as a
parameter of evaluation function. Since error rate
does not depend on the amount of these pixels, the
larger amount of these pixels contributes to make

3

y

a

7

5

4

6

position more accurate.

5 Identi cation of Opponent
Robots
In this section we explain a method of identi cation

Figure 4: Neighbor point of (i; j )

of opponent robots. This method is realized by our
proposed localization method and

eld model. To

distinguish team mate robot from opponent robot
is important ability for soccer robot. An innocent
robot may pass the ball to an opponent robot. With-

position

estimated

revised

(2000.0)

659mm

206mm

(1850,0)

639mm

308mm

(1300,0)

1113mm

320mm

(1150,0)

1111mm

381mm

(1000,0)

927mm

335mm

(1000,1000)

279mm

260mm

(0,1000)

486mm

172mm

(-1000,1000)

606mm

243mm

(1000,-1000)

341mm

141mm

(0,-1000)

258mm

215mm

by the server, and another is sent from one of

295mm

the robot in the

(-1000,-1000)

404mm

Table 2: Comparison of errors

out explicit mark, to do that is considerably hard.
Our basic idea is that there are only team mate
robots in the

eld model constructed in the server.

The server know all positions of each team mate
robot by communicating with each robot, and can
generate an image in which there are only team
mate robots.

The procedure of distinguishing a

team mate from opponent robots is follows.
1. Preparation of two images; one is generated
eld.

2. Counting the pixels which are colored gray.
Each image is segmented to 7 colors and the
robot is colored gray in each image.

(a) If the value in
in

pt+1 (i; j ),

pt (i; j ) is greater than that
nish searching.

(b) If the value in
0.99,

pt (i; j )

is greater than

nish searching.

pt+1 (i; j ) is the same as
pt01 (i; j ), nish searching.
If the value in pt+1 (i; j ) is greater than
that in pt (i; j ), return Step2.

(c) If the value in
that in

(d)

3. Calculation of remainder of each number of
pixels;
4. If

r.

r is greater than a threshold, we de

ne that

there is at least an opponent robot in the image which is captured by robot. We select the
threshold as 100 pixels.

4 Experimental result
We had experiments on the proposed method. We
put the robot on the point of the

eld that is ran-

domly selected, and executed the program. Experimental results are shown in Table 2.
The mean value of the error before revision is

(a)

(b)

about 600mm and it is reduced to 260mm after revision. While the error before revision becomes larger

Figure 5: There are no robots.

with the robot goes away from the goal, the error
after revision becomes less sensitive to the distance.
This fact suggests that our proposed method is tolerant of the changing position in the

eld. But, the

4 experimental result are shown in Figure 5
Figure 8. In each



gure, (a) is captured by a camera

(a)

(b)

(a)

Figure 6: There is only opponent robot.

(b)

Figure 8: There are both a team mate and an opponent robot.

the accuracy of the localization. On the other hand,
in the method of comparing an image captured by
robot and an image generated by the

eld model,

starting point of search is important to reduce the
computational cost. Combining these two methods,
we reduced the cost of search and improved the ac(a)

curacy of localization.

(b)

There are two advantages of our localization method
against the other method such as a method utilized

Figure 7: There is only a team mate robot.

sonar or IR sensor and a method of dead reckoning.
One is that our method does not depend on the size

on a robot and (b) is generated by server. In

gure

of the

eld. We utilize the view of goal in order to

(b) a team mate robot is expressed by a gray cone.

estimate and revise the position of the robot, there-

In Figure 5(a), the number of gray pixels is 66

fore if only the goal is visible, localization is possi-

and in Figure 5(b) 0. Therefore, the server decides

ble. If the size of the

that there are no robots. In Figure 6(a), the number

from dead reckoning are proportionally increased.

of gray pixel is 184 and in Figure 6(b) 0. Therefore,

The other is that our method does not depend on

the server decides that there is a team mate robot.

the structure of the

In Figure 7(a), there is a robot in the left side of

sonar or IR sensor, if there are no walls, the robot

the goal and the number of gray pixel is 155.

could not know its position.

In

Figure 5(b) there is a corn as a team mate robot.

eld become greater, errors

eld.

In the method utilized

In the method of identi cation of the opponent

The server know each position of each team mate

robot, we compare an image of a

robot, and can generate an image in which there

which there are only a team mate robot to an image

is a team mate robot.

captured by the robot in order to distinguishing a

The number of gray pixel

eld model in

is 104. Therefore the server decides that there is a

team mate robot from opponent robots.

team mate robot. While in Figure 8(a), there are

perimental result shows that we can identify the

two robots, in Figure 8(b), there is one robot, the

opponent robot without explicit marking.

server decides that there are both a team mate and
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